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F R O M  T H E  E D I T O R

Introduction

Winter is a time to look forward to the new year, whether 
solar or lunar, and turn a new page. We here at Chestnut Review 
are pleased to present the winners of  last year’s Stubborn Writers 
Contest in the categories of  Fiction, Natalie Harris-Spencer, and 
Poetry, Max Pasakorn. We also have a new chapbook out, Esper-
anza Cintrón’s Boulders: Detroit Nature Poems, which was the finalist 
of  the 2022 Poetry Chapbook Contest. We are in the heart of  
winter, but we hope these works and our prose and poetry selec-
tions will be a salve to the cold sunny days or snowy landscapes 
that may haunt your windows, a return to emotion and feeling, 
checking on wellness in search of  deeper and more authentic em-
bodiment. Here in North America, many of  us have experienced 
an unprecedented cold snap that has challenged our expectations 
of  place and temperature. For our readers in gentler climates or 
the global South, we welcome you to the shock of  sudden cold 
and the slow advance of  warmth after regaining shelter. In the 
midst of  working on this issue, we will be taking flight, with our 
Editor-in-Chief  and Managing Editor facilitating our first ever 
retreat in Mexico. 

Whether readers, staff, contributors, we are on a journey to-
gether, stepping into all the Winter has to offer.
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E S P E R A N Z A  C I N T R Ó N

Belle Isle

Aunt Myrna lost her cherry and her shoes on Belle Isle
and I hear she wasn’t the only one cuz it’s a place for firsts
and seconds and slow drives in circles along the shoreline
with kids hanging out of  car windows shouting and licking ice
cream cones sans seat belts while their parents blast the radio
or for casting a rod off  a long wooden wharf  trying to catch fish
you probably shouldn’t eat or for games of  cricket played by dark
skinned men dressed in white who laugh in island accents or maybe
a quick game of  nine holes on a shaggy course or a windblown boat
house wedding with a long silky bride like a Modigliani model drifting
down a winding stream in a canoe followed by a duck squawking at 
its trail of  ducklings while a hawk circles overhead or you could find
somebody you like and when it gets dark tuck your car into a forested
lane and search for cherries or peaches or lost shoes while deer look
on nose pressed to foggy windows I heard that the island used to be
overrun by snakes so hogs were brought over to get rid of  them but
I’m sure they’re all gone now cuz it’s been a few hundred years

Detroit Salt Mines

Before man, water ruled
churning and becoming
wisps and whirls and
never ending surging like
sound without end until
waves parted and solid
space, hard, unmoving acres
of  place revealed ever widening
and washed by a flick, a dizzy twist
of  wet that surged and receded
blowing, a breeze, an ocean’s
glacial breath quick freezing
eons of  ice melting massive
drips drying in sheaths like crumbling
leaves, granules of  crusted white
layered hoary grains of  lumpy
brackish boulders, miles and miles
of  translucent brine collecting 
settling, sinking, solidifying
becoming rock becoming clefts
of  savory grottos deep below.
Before commerce before roads and cars
before discovery before shafts,
subterranean walls, frosted cascading
paths and tunnels lay like untrampled dew

 

2022 POETRY CHAPBOOK CONTEST FINALIST
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birds, trees, and I wanted to capture this, because you think of  city 
and industry and the Renaissance Building, but we’re a very diverse 
city in terms of  our ecological, geological aspects. That’s what I 
went into and the poems just started coming.

MP: I really think this is an ecological chapbook for today, for 
exactly that reason. When we think of  cities we think of  man-
made, artificial constructs but, as we’ve seen with the climate crisis 
and the COVID pandemic and other things, we’re encroaching on 
nature, nature is encroaching on us, and we share and embody the 
same space. One thing that drew me to your chapbook was—not 
an exact quote, but Aimee Nezhukumatathil said that BIPOC 
poets aren’t thought of  as ecological writers because they’re just 
associated with cities, especially the inner city,

EC: Right? Like we don’t care about the climate? About living?

MP: Yes! I see this false dichotomy all the time: this noble, 
generally white poet or writer in nature, like a Rachel Carson or 
a Henry Thoreau, the lone figure away from civilization picking 
out something about man, and these BIPOC people telling these 
stories, but it has nothing to do with nature, and I like the way this 
[chapbook] melds this urban landscape that’s ecological, geologi-
cal, intensely human and brimming with this experience.

EC: That’s really what I was trying to capture. We as human 
beings are part of  that whole thing. In Detroit we lost so much 
of  the actual buildings—a lot of  stuff  was razed and torn down 
because we didn’t have the money to keep it up so part of  the 
land did go feral, if  you will—it started to forest, to grow in the 
city. I grew up in a city that of  one and a half  million people and 
we were number one in individual homeowners so there were all 

M A R I A  S .  P I C O N E

A Conversation with 
Esperanza Cintrón, Poetry 
Chapbook Finalist

NB: This conversation has been truncated and is available in full 
on our website; tune in for much more content and discussion of  
Esperanza’s chapbook and her work as a poet and activist.

MP: Welcome! I’m here with Esperanza Cintrón, the author 
of  the new CR chapbook Boulders and the runner-up of  our 
2022 Poetry Chapbook Contest. Esperanza, we absolutely love 
your poetry! Your work immediately grabbed me by the throat 
from the beginning and there’s a strong artistic imagining from 
the title Boulders: Detroit Nature Poems and the excerpt from A 
Divertimento for Rocks that starts off  the collection. So, clearly 
you had a strong artistic vision going into this chapbook—can 
you tell us a bit about where that came from and what the gen-
esis of  that was like?

EC: It’s sort of  freeform—I got this idea (which is in the 
blurb at the beginning) that I’m in Michigan, a very nature-ori-
ented state, with mountains, farms and so forth and then you’ve 
got Detroit, so, it’s like, we get a lot of  nature-oriented poetry 
but not a lot of  Detroit nature. We’ve got nature! We’ve got 
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moment we’re living in now and that’s what’s wonderful about 
this chapbook.

A lot of  these poems are written in what we might call a 
breathless style, a new type of  form that you’ve created: medium-
length lines, one stanza, very minimal punctuation and almost 
no end stops. This goes to that symphony of  characters—to me 
there’s an orchestration to these poems. Is that a technique that 
you honed for this chapbook specifically or is it something that 
characterizes a lot of  your poetry? 

EC: It’s a progression—my earlier poems were more tradi-
tional or standard, but it’s become more and more loose like this 
but for Boulders, the white space or line breaks are supposed to 
be the punctuation. That’s where you as a reader are meant to 
take your breath. If  you don’t get a breath then, you’re just out 
of  luck. I wanted to let the poems create their own rhythm. A lot 
of  them I wrote many times and did different line breaks until I 
felt like the poem and the thing that needed to be said was said in 
its own rhythm. I had a really difficult time with the salt mines—
I rewrote that poem so many times trying to get the sense of  
evolution.

MP: There’s so much there, right?

EC: Yes, even in the concept of  how that salt formed from 
liquid. I was trying to speak to that sense of  evolution, forma-
tion, geology as biology.

MP: There’s so many specific words to hold onto, to that idea 
of  a whirlpool that is so much stronger and more powerful, and 
also more important than you.

these beautiful brick homes and all these plots. Now if  you go 
there, whole blocks have been razed, and the city, because it’s 
been gentrified, is keeping the grass cut low, but there used to 
be little forests, and you could go down the block and see trees 
that had sprouted, and all kinds of  growth. I mention these types 
of  growth in my chapbook like crabgrass and all kinds of  other 
things that actually took over the city. To me, that’s phenomenal, 
that Mother Nature, God, the spirits, the powers all said “Hey! 
I’m going to let my other children, plants and animals, do what 
they do.” It made me begin to understand how little we are. How 
little we mean in the scheme of  things. It’s probably Nostrad-
amus-like but I don’t mean it that way. I mean that we should 
wake up and recognize that we have to coexist.

MP: I love that—that’s exactly what I see in these poems—a 
crowdedness, but it’s alive, and we’re so small, but then every-
thing else is raised to that level: the crabgrass and us. We are on 
this equal playing field in this Detroit landscape. A polyphony of  
characters with an urban focus, but some of  the characters are 
natural things.

EC: One of  my favorite characters in my poetry is the pos-
sum that’s staring me down—it represents all that is nature. It’s 
like, “Really? I’m here too” and it’s based on a real thing that 
happened because it’s dark, not a lot of  streetlights, but I could 
see that possum’s red eyes. I’m sitting in a car, all that steel 
around me, and I’m still scared of  that possum because that pos-
sum just seemed to have some power that I needed to respect.

MP: I love how this collection takes us through that lens, 
defamiliarizing things in a powerful way, and we as readers have 
to give respect to nature, the landscape we’re embedded in, the 
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EC: I have to thank you though, Maria, because your notes 
about the ending helped me to heighten it. It’s hard to know 
where to end because that’s a continuous process. Right now, 
men are down there mining this salt and selling it, but that’s only 
another part of  the process, because eventually that will change, 
and I don’t know whether, with all our climate situations—earth-
quakes, all kinds of  other ecological things that could shift—I 
don’t know what the next step is, but I was trying to get to the 
sense that this was just one step in the evolution of  this piece of  
rock.

MP: Thank you so much for talking with me today. It was 
hilarious, and I’m so looking forward to seeing your chapbook in 
physical form in my hands and getting it out there in the world.

EC: Thank you for understanding. You made me feel like I 
achieved what I was trying to do, so thank you very much, Maria.

MP: Thank you so much! But I don’t think that has anything 
to do with me. I think that with the strength of  the work, every-
body’s going to see it.

Cover Art (right) by Julian Wong

J U L I A N  W O N G

Boulders: Detroit Nature 
Poems Cover Art
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For a moment, I forget about my shoes. Colorful packets of  
round, juicy gummies catch my eye: kiwi, muscat (I think that 
means grape), lychee, peach, and apple flavors lined up in a row. 
A tall, skinny boy walks past me and reaches for a bag of  shrimp 
chips on a high shelf. Further down the aisle, two girls hold a 
box of  Choco Pies, mini chocolate-covered cakes with a creamy 
marshmallow filling. Across from them, a little boy about Ollie’s 
height hugs a bag of  milky White Rabbit candies wrapped in rice 
paper.

My mouth waters. I could spend a whole day in this aisle, 
looking through each row. But there are so many other kids with-
out their parents here, bad and noisy, getting in the way. They 
pick up bags, crumple them, and put them back in the wrong 
places. Mama would yell at me if  I did that. I’m getting annoyed 
because we don’t have much time; Derek, Ollie, and I each get to 
put only one snack in the cart—that’s always the rule—and we 
have to decide before Mama and Baba finish their shopping.

Derek is annoyed, too. He has that look on his face, the scary 
one that lets you know you shouldn’t mess with him. Taller and 
older than the rest of  us, he pushes his way through the crowd. 
Some glare at him but are too afraid to do anything else. I trail 
behind, excusing myself  each time I squeeze past someone, the 
way Mama taught me. Ollie holds on to me, his sweaty little hand 
in mine. 

When we get to Derek, he’s already made his choice: a Tai-
wanese corn puff  snack in a lime green bag called Guāi Guāi (乖
乖). It’s Chinese for “(be) good,” or “obedient.” Mama said it to 
me this morning when I was putting on my shoes. Guāi guāi, listen 
to Mama. I think it’s kind of  funny that Derek got this because 
he listens to loud rap music with bad words and is getting a C in 
math and is definitely not guāi. 

But the snack is really good: crunchy, sweet, and addicting. 

J E N N I F E R  L U H

Guāi Guāi

On Sunday afternoons, after church, Mama and Baba take 
us to 99 Ranch. They’ve been going to this Asian grocery store, 
I don’t know, probably since they left Taiwan and came to the 
United States. 

Today, I don’t want to go. 
My toes hurt from the new shoes Mama wanted me to wear 

for church. They look like doll shoes: white and round, with 
a Velcro strap across the foot. I wasn’t sure how to feel about 
them, but when I put them on, Mama smiled in that proud way, 
the way she did when I won the Bible verse memorization con-
test and beat Irene, the star student in my Sunday school class. So 
I’m wearing them. They didn’t hurt right away, but now my pinky 
toes are squished. 

I just want to go home. But Mama and Ollie are only two 
steps away from the entrance and Baba is already telling Derek to 
grab a cart, so I don’t say anything.

The sliding doors open. Our shopping cart rattles over the 
metal threshold, and a rainbow sea of  fruits and vegetables greets 
us. My shoes squeak on the linoleum floor. The supermarket 
smells like dirt, like the bitter Chinese medicine that Mama makes 
us drink when we’re sick, and like the beach. Mama and Baba join 
all the other Asian moms and dads to go look for whatever they 
look for. They leave me and my two brothers in the only area 
that we care about in the whole store: the snack aisle.
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ing his chips. Somehow, I still have my koala cookies, too. My 
right shoe has a dark smudge from where it dragged, and my left 
shoulder throbs. 

I look up. Mama, the lady with the cart, and a store worker are 
all there. Tomatoes surround us. 

The other Asian moms and dads have stopped what they’re 
doing, gawking, murmuring to each other and shaking their 
heads. I feel like a zoo animal, and I want to hide behind Mama. 
But Mama is a flapping bird, flitting here, picking up tomatoes 
there, saying sorry, sorry a hundred times in Chinese to the shop-
ping cart lady and the worker. The worker is annoyed. She sighs 
and wags her finger. But the lady that I crashed into is nicer. She 
pats me on the head and says to Mama, it’s OK, she has two boys 
at home, she knows how kids can be. Then she says with a smile, 
like she is making a joke, that she’d heard girls were less wild, but 
it looks like maybe not! 

The lady tousles my hair and laughs. I frown and smooth it 
back down with my hands. The joke wasn’t funny, because I’m 
not wild. I’m not like the other kids in the snack aisle. I’m not 
like Derek. And all the other moms and dads are still watch-
ing. Maybe some of  them even go to our church. Mama gives 
the lady a tight-lipped smile, but her face turns the color of  the 
tomatoes. 

She drags me and Ollie to the register, where Baba and Derek 
are waiting for us. Baba takes Ollie’s Pikachu chips and drops 
them on the belt behind Derek’s snack. I reach to give my choco-
late koalas to Baba, but Mama snatches them out of  my hand. 
She flings them to the side, and they land in a pile of  mooncakes 
where they don’t belong. 

Chén Xiǎotíng, she says, emphasizing each syllable. How 
many times has she told me not to run in the store? Why won’t 
I behave? Why won’t I listen to her? Mama rarely says my Chi-

There’s even a toy in the bag and it’s a surprise every time. Every-
body likes it in my Sunday school class; it’s one of  the best prizes 
we can get by redeeming the stickers we earn for reading Bible 
stories. Last time, I saved up fifteen stickers for three whole bags. 
I was so proud of  myself, until Mama told me that Irene had two 
more stickers than me and that I should be reading more. I don’t 
really like Irene.

Ollie tugs on my hand. He’s found some chips with a yellow 
Pikachu on the bag. I have no idea what flavor they are, so he 
probably doesn’t know either; I bet he just grabbed them because 
he’s obsessed with watching Pokémon right now. But I don’t have 
time to tell him to pick something else because I’m still torn be-
tween the cookies-and-cream Pocky and the strawberry Yan Yan 
when I hear Baba’s voice yell out, “Kids, we’re checking out!” 

I quickly place both of  them back on the shelf—in their origi-
nal places—and grab a box of  chocolate-filled Koala’s March 
cookies instead. Ollie will probably like these, too; maybe I’ll 
let him have some. I look around, and Derek is nowhere to be 
seen. Stupid Derek. He never waits for us. He’s probably already 
sprinted to the register and slam-dunked his Guāi Guāi into the 
cart. So I start running, pulling Ollie along behind me because 
he’s so slow and will never make it before Baba starts paying, 
faster and faster, my feet hurt but it doesn’t matter, we’re almost 
there, I turn the corner, and bam! I crash into a shopping cart. 

On the other side of  the cart is a lady with a neat hair bun, 
reaching toward a delicately balanced tower of  tomatoes. The 
cart’s handle shoves into her back, propelling her forward, and 
I watch in horror as the tower collapses. A wave of  tomatoes 
tumble to the floor, fast and eager, like Derek and his wild 
friends jumping into a pool on a summer day, splashing water 
everywhere. 

Ollie is sprawled out on the floor next to me, still clutch-
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and keep my shoes clean and listen to Mama, or are there more 
rules that I don’t know, because I get straight A’s, too.

nese name, so I should be scared, but I can’t take my eyes off  
the koalas, discarded and abandoned, and all I feel is anger and 
confusion. 

I did listen to her. I behaved, not like all the other kids. Ol-
lie was just too slow, we wouldn’t have made it in time—I want 
to say all these things, and more, but tears spring to my eyes and 
what escapes my mouth is a wild cry: Derek ran, too, I just know 
he did, how come only I’m getting punished. 

Before I can say anything else, Mama says she doesn’t want 
to hear it, I should know better, I’m setting a bad example, Ol-
lie and I could have been hurt, and yes, maybe Derek ran, too, 
but well, boys will be boys, she expected more from me, girls 
can’t behave like this. She keeps going. Didn’t I hear that lady 
call me wild, now my new shoes are dirty, she just bought them 
last week, how is she going to show her face in this market or at 
church again, and why couldn’t I just be more like Irene who sits 
still and gets straight A’s and is guāi?

At this, Baba puts his hand on Mama’s arm. He looks like he’s 
about to say something, but then Ollie pulls at his leg and he 
turns away from her. Derek stands next to the shopping cart, still 
and quiet, as if  he doesn’t have a part in all of  this. 

In the parking lot, I climb into the last row of  the car. Derek 
sits in the middle row next to Ollie and rips open his bag of  Guāi 
Guāi. The sweet fragrance reaches my nostrils. His loud crunches 
grate on my ears as he gobbles up the whole bag without sharing 
a single one. Ollie eats two of  his mystery chips, makes a face, 
and dumps the rest out on the floor. 

Tears stream down my face, snot forming in my nose. I sniff, 
softly at first, then hard, and the mucus travels back up and re-
surfaces in my mouth. I swallow. It isn’t until after we get home, 
after I take off  my painful shoes, after I go to my room and 
finally stop crying, that I wonder: will I be guāi if  I just don’t run 

S T E V E  D E N E H A N

“Yachts on Fire”
Oil on canvas, 16 x 12 inches, March 2018

(Next Page)
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S T E V E  D E N E -
H A N

Yachts on Fire
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hips, wide thighs, upper arms that jiggle. Because I can’t
help thinking about garlic, tuna fish, and what might still be stuck

inside his mouth. Because I practiced in a mirror and still can’t get
it right. Because lipstick smears. Because I can barely move in tight

jeans. In my room, I tear apart my closet, grab hangers,
juggle jerseys, side-slit skirts, fuchsia & black. Afraid to sit on a boy’s

knees, feel his long bones, foreign & fragile, his fingers stiff  as piano
keys, broken pieces of  song. Because a pocketed bird always

longs for escape. In his throat, a tumble of  germs, unnamed,
last vestige of  some unnatural disease. In my mouth,

my tongue presses against the bench of  my teeth. Each
morning I brush them, tie fractious hair back on my soft-shelled

neck, recite remedies for heartbreak, words without rhymes,
names of  various cloud formations that signal rain.

Open your lips and next it’s your legs, your ribs, the dark
outside of  your heart, and you’re spilling singed marrow on

parchment pages, leading him between fence slats, to the
puzzle of  your room. I don’t know what it takes. I’ve failed quiz after

quiz in chemistry, equations tumbling in my eyes before I
quit trying, turn over the paper, pretend I have all the answers. I can’t

reveal how little there is inside—pebbles, a clutch of  empty eggs,
rose stems, broken and bleeding. Because I’m afraid when he

J U D Y  K A B E R

Philemaphobia or the Fear of  
Kissing

A fear of  pimples, of  dander, of  losing my voice
around boys, of  rumpled blouses, unfurling hems,

buttons missing or undone. I am afraid of
backseats. Uneasy in upswept hair, with bobby pins &

clips, the slow unrolling of  curls. Scared of  underarm hair,
curly, unsightly, unevenly shaved. Afraid of

dark alleys without stars. The intrusion of
deft hands beneath my shirt. Not knowing

exactly how to position my mouth. The sharp
exquisite bite of  braces. The size of  the pores on my

face. The feeling I get when his hand wrestles in
folds of  my skirt. Because my life’s a great

galaxy of  mistakes and this may be one more, his eyes
glazed over, breath stopped in his throat. Because fat
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S H A R O N  L I N

Common Flower Parts

     Ying Ying told us secrets in the girl’s bathroom like how, 
when we turned ten, our bodies bloomed. She proved it by 
plucking a petal from between her legs, a sliver of  pink dotted 
red. That’s the thing about blooming, she said, you bloom in-
side out. We felt between our legs for the edge of  a flower, but 
felt only stumps. Ying Ying said that sometimes the flower was 
harder to find, like her mum’s, which she could only find with a 
mirror pressed up to her bum. I asked her what kind of  mirror 
and she laughed at me. I went home to the bathroom with the 
mirror that stretches from the ceiling to the floor and pulled my-
self  onto the toilet, facing the reflecting wall. Between my legs, I 
saw a bud and was suddenly afraid of  thorns. Ma kept scissors in 
the cabinet for cutting dress tags and splinters, so I fetched them. 
I locked the door. I was afraid the flower might leak, so I cov-
ered the bathroom tiles in toilet paper, then sat and opened my 
legs. We learned about flowers in science class when Mrs. Jones 
showed us a chart of  common flower parts. The ovary turns into 
a stigma, surrounded by petals. I got a 110 on the test because I 
remembered to separate the pistil from the stamens. But where 
did the flower turn into a stem? I pulled away from the flower, 
afraid again. When my sister was born, she was attached to a 
stem. I stood beside Ma, my head just over the hospital bed. The 
doctor withdrew himself, arms retreating from under the sheets. 
His wrists glistened, curled with strands of  vines and thorns. 

slips his hand down my satin sleeve, he will feel the slickness of
sheets in the weave, will feel heat rising from me. I fear

trodden paths, ways already taken, footprints encased in mud,
taut mouths, and secret loves. What I believe about myself—once

undone—will spin apart, drift into nebulas of  longing, the charred
underside of  stars, like motes of  a hymn splintered, lodged in

veins and arteries. Because my wings, in salt-tinged air,
vivid with glint of  feathers, are too easily crushed. Because I

worry about how it will look, how it may lead to days,
weeks of  trembling, of  uncertainty. Because I

excite too easily. Afraid of  needles, heights, open air,
x-rays that will expose my missing bones. If  I say

yes, I open the door. I am so tired of  being alone
year after year. So afraid of  having my heart

zipped and bagged. Because if  I enter this perilous
zone, how will I find the map, how will I chart my course?
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S A M U E L  A D E Y E M I

November Ends

It is harmattan again. The people I love, like
the old trees, are distant or dying. I walk the
boulevards outside the house. The air, sharp,
whitened by a dry cold. There is a loneliness
inside the morning breeze. I can tell because
it reaches for my wrists, wants to sit on skin
like mist upon a hill. It is the same wet thing
that weathers me. It clouds, quietly, inside a
place I cannot name. Such territory, the body.
Often we seem to be visitors within its walls.
As in, who knew you could hurt like that, little
heart? Anyway, someone else has to teach the
wind not to be lonely. I have been preoccupied,
learning what to do with the multitude of  myself.
I am thinking of  less harmful ways to be alone.
So far, the plot is going terribly bad. Even the
music is some kind of  knife. It doesn't wound,
but it unwinds the wound. I know one thing is
certain—I do not deserve my sadness. Forget
the theory that the humble would never proclaim
their humility. I am a good man. But we must
be foolish if  we think, just for our goodness,
the world must offer us any mercy. The wine
that poisons the ghoul will poison the saint.
And I think, in spite of  the bluntness, it is fair.

But I didn’t see vines inside me, nor thorns. I placed the scissors 
on the floor then reached two fingers back towards the stamen, 
past the pistil, until I found the stem. I withdrew my hand. There 
were no petals between my fingers, but white nectar-coated 
seeds. When I placed them in mouth, they tasted like mango-
steens, strong and sweet.
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2. On 5 April 2018, Max learns the makeup technique known 
as the contour. Not to be confused with the corset, the contour 
allows Max to add a shadow beneath their cheeks, to give the 
illusion that their face is sculpted like a Greek statue. Max does 
not really want to be associated with Greek statues and their 
deliberately small penises, but they like how the made-believe 
shadows appeared to embrace their cheeks with a beautiful flesh-
tone colour. To contour, Max would use a specific brush that is 
shaped like a shark’s tooth to apply a rich brown powder, swiping 
downwards and blending out, an elegant darkness radiating from 
an imaginary hollow. Max seems to find themselves physically 
existing in that space, like an in-between stage of  sinking and 
soaring. Going nowhere but having a clear direction. Soon, Max 
would be fascinated with colour again. But, for those short days, 
Max would find themselves immersed in a body of  contrasts.

3. On 26 January 2042, Max discovers they have a long-lost twin 
who migrated to an English-speaking country in his childhood. 
When Max met him for dinner at a decently pricey Middle East-
ern restaurant, Max did not realise the similarities they shared. 
Despite being identical, he looks nothing like Max. He is about 
the same height, but stood taller, broad-backed and broad-chest-
ed. He got his teeth fixed so he has a beautiful smile he describes 
as a “lady killer.” He has a Southeast Asian wife and fathered two 
beautiful girls from an emotional distance as a computer engi-
neer. He tells Max he wasn’t particular good at Math in school, 
but he found this guy who hooked him up with his first job and 
he has been posting on LinkedIn so he has a somewhat decent 
career. He is wearing a bomber jacket, white shirt, and tapered 
jeans, as if  he went to an American high school in the ‘50s and 
never graduated. His beard grows scruffily around the curvature 
of  his face. Max tells him he never thought the DNA bestowed 

M A X  PA S A K O R N

POETRY: FIRST PLACE

เข้าใจ (kaojai) // to 
understand, lit. to enter the 
heart (n.)

1. On 19 September 2028, Max receives a passport from Singa-
pore. The passport is red. It shows a lion and tiger presenting a 
Singapore crest. The way the two felines longingly gaze forward 
with their paws gripping the placard reminds Max of  the after-
noon-long prize-giving ceremonies that they attended. Max had a 
lot of  trouble putting on ties as a 10-year-old. When Max wants 
to travel, they retrieve the newly minted book from their dresser, 
where they also keep their underused eyeshadow palettes. Before 
leaving, Max would flip to the first page to ensure that their face 
still looks the as same the profile photo taken years before, with 
their windswept hair shiny, their cheeks plump and red-ripe, and 
their lips slightly curved in an awkward smile. Once, they were 
a bit self-conscious when the airport staff  said, with an under-
tone of  dread, that they’ve slimmed down, as if  Max was already 
partway out of  this world. Max knew the staff  did not mean any 
malice, but they wanted to ensure that anyone who wanted to see 
them and befriend them could see them for who they were.
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to developing more queer writers. But they don’t. The money is 
stored digitally in a corporate bank account.

6. On 21 July 1995, Max formed in their mother’s stomach. They 
don’t remember much of  this moment, obviously, but they would 
later find out from their mother that the doctor thought they 
were a girl in the womb, because the ultrascan couldn’t detect 
the penis. As a housewarming gift, their parents bought them a 
pink blanket into their childhood crib, in a room that would soon 
be decorated with cheap stickers bought from a nearby market. 
Max was always very kind to their mother. Her womb, having 
suffered two miscarriages, must not have been the most comfort-
able. Apparently, Max would kick much less than other fetuses, as 
if  preserving the passage that allowed them to enter this world. 
When Max heaved their first breath after the C-Section, they had 
the cry of  any regular baby born to middle-aged parents. Uwah, 
uwah. Max’s parents probably believed their child was normal 
then. As normal as any other children in the infirmary were.

upon him could have created a human so suited for life in this 
social planet. They were wrong. The man eats his food slowly, 
watching Max with a curious gaze as the conversation unfolded, 
their lives splaying themselves out like a road map of  missed op-
portunities. Max tells him that they live in a small apartment with 
their masculine-presenting partner about 5km from the ocean. 
After that night, the two would trade numbers but never speak to 
each other again.

4. On 10 November 2082, Max would die, surrounded by flow-
ers that would wilt soon after, in a hospital that was not particu-
larly accessible to the people who cared about them. When Max 
heaves their last breath, the strongest memory that resurfaced 
was them dancing to a Dua Lipa song in a giant ballroom, their 
arms wrapped around their partner as their feet moved, unco-
ordinated, like flat-footed penguins. Behind them, the disco 
lights painted the ceiling in a ceremonious rainbow as the music 
crescendoed to a pause. They kissed. Max remembers the soft-
ness of  their partner’s lips, pressed against theirs, nerve endings 
smooshed into connectivity like the plugs of  a computer. It was 
probably the sensations of  surprise that made Max cherish this 
memory so dearly. The funeral would be a much sadder occasion. 
The undertaker would use her delicate fingers to twist Max’s lips 
into a smile, a pretense that Max was happy when they passed on. 
But Max doesn’t mind. There are worse things to lie about.

5. On 6 February 2090, Max’s last book is published. It does so 
badly at the bookstores that the publisher goes bankrupt. Ten 
years later, a literary critic researching queer literature from the 
21st century picks it up and writes a review that makes the book 
spike in popularity. A larger, more established press reprints the 
book and earns enough profit to start a literary charity dedicated 
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a disposable sheet on my lap (for modesty), feet balancing in 
hospital stirrups.

Are you one hundred percent sure you want your IUD re-
moved today? she asks. We can always pop in another.

Five-to-seven years of  no periods, no babies, no responsibili-
ties. Thank you, Mirena. Pop in another? It would be my third. 
Can we keep kicking the inevitable can down the road?

Is anyone ever one hundred percent, I joke, but she doesn’t 
smile. Probability isn’t funny. Yes, I confirm. Yes, I’m sure.

My poor J. Edgar, thick and fleshy: dead by over-indulgence, 
by my hand. I sprinkled one too many orange pyramid crackers 
and he hoovered them all, the greedy imp. I told my husband we 
didn’t know how to look after koi. That this was a terrible idea. 
That we should have sold them on Ebay. J. Edgar, his belly bob-
bing, unresponsive to the prods from the fishing net stick.

Pri? What are you doing? He’s dead. You overfed him.
Did I? is all I can manage. Did I?
Oh, J. I fish him out, slop him on to the deck, and wrestle 

him into a garbage bag for the next morning’s collection, tears 
hurtling down my cheeks. He didn’t deserve to die like this. 
Who am I kidding? I can’t even look after a basic house plant. 
I consistently overwater, saturating the soil until it turns a blue-
black. The aloe vera plant is only supposed to be watered once a 
month, its prickly sage leaves more than capable of  flourishing 
on the windowsill. But I can’t help myself. Water flows. I’m a 
homeowner now. There’s much to be done.

I’m sorry, Priyanka, says the oh-bee, in a serious sort of  way. 
I’m afraid I can’t see the strings. It’s likely they’ve curled up in-
side you. Are you okay just waiting there for a minute? I need to 
get up into your uterus. Let me see if  I can find a thinner instru-
ment. Hold, please.

N ATA L I E  H A R R I S - S P E N C E R

FICTION: FIRST PLACE

Fish Mother

I kill the biggest koi within two days of  moving into the 
crooked house. I know it’s dead because it’s lying on its side like 
an offering, one globular eye stretched taut, gazing up. The re-
maining koi and orfe family sink to the bottom and stay there for 
three days. Like they’re in mourning.

The fish come with the house. A package deal, the pushy real-
tor tells us. I like the American house, its suburban location, my 
husband’s inheritance allowing us more square footage than we 
ever would have believed possible, even though it looks like it’s 
leaning slightly to the left.

Is it just me, or is it crooked? I ask.
It’s just you.
I really wish it didn’t have that koi pond. A pond is a lot of  

work, I say. Are you sure we’re up to it? 
We are, my husband assures me, kissing the bone above my 

eyebrow.
We’re ready. It’s time. These things come in the customary or-

der: 1. Get married. 2. Buy a house. 3. Settle down. This is what 
we signed up for, isn’t it? Weren’t we both in on it, this spousal 
pact? Who can argue it, now?

I picture the fat, dead fish—J. Edgar—as I’m lying on the 
oh-bee bed, the paper-thin salmon gown split open at the front, 
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It’s been three weeks since the oh-bee visit. Ibuprofen fixes 
the cramps. The prenatal vitamins leave a lingering taste of  cod 
liver oil. I wander from room to room, out to the deck, to the 
yard, unpacking boxes, wall-mounting photo frames, feeding the 
fish. I invent names for the rest of  them: I dub the red one Red 
Dead, the black and white one Cow Splotch, the silvery, almost 
see-through one Gray Beard. There are others. More. I can’t see 
them all. The water’s too thick, and they’re too fast: a flash of  
orange, a roar of  red. I switch off  the bubbler in an attempt to 
get them to rise to the surface, claiming oxygen. The fish freak, 
slapping and plopping, creating a lather. I switch it back on again. 
They sink, vibrating beneath the surface of  the water, refusing to 
play ball.

It is a fat, burning summer, loaded with electric storms, which 
means that the fish should, in theory, be super active, spurred on 
by the frequent rain showers, their lips popping at the bubbles, 
investigating the rain, kissing up. But they aren’t prepared to 
show themselves to me, not after what I did to J. Edgar. I’m de-
termined to win back their trust.

Hey little fishies, I sing, as I sprinkle the foul-smelling graze. 
Where are you? I’m doing everything in my power to entice 
them. No dice. The smell of  fish food clings to my fingers.

Give me a chance, I want to scream. I can be a good mother 
to you!

I google “how long do koi live” and discover it’s fucking ages, 
even longer than the total amount of  time I’ve been married, al-
though I am encouraged to learn that they take a seasonal hiatus, 
hibernating at the bottom against the winter freeze, buried under 
slow flurries that settle on diamond-hard ice, kept alive only by 
an electric heated ring. But that’s at least four months away. For 
now, as elusive as they are, they are active. And they hate me.

Am I okay? My legs are butterflied. Inside me: vanishing 
strings, like a magic trick. Ta-da! I hold, please. The coil has been 
inside me for so long that it’s become a part of  me. It’s a long-
standing comfort between my husband and me. No babies! No 
periods! What a joy to have this plasticky, t-shaped friend stuck 
up there, lodged in, keeping us both safe. What pure joy, to not 
have to rely on other, more awkward forms of  contraception. 
Cheers to you, Mirena. You’ve been a champ.

She’s back. Here we go, she soothes. Just breathe.
The pain is electric and precise. Panic seizes. I lick my lips; 

my lipstick is cold and grainy under my tongue. I tap my fingers, 
playing a soundless piano on the top of  my gown.

Breathe, breathe. There we go. 
Gotcha! she exclaims, like she’s won a soft plush toy from a 

carnival claw machine, and she’s showing it to me, its presence 
eerie and unreal. There, it’s out, banished from my body, the 
two strings dangling in afterthought. On one arm, watery blood 
clings. Before I can conjure up a suitable goodbye, it is gone.

That was a stubborn one, she tuts.
She shows me the length of  the instrument, how it curves 

ever so slightly at one end, the contraption pinching. I regard it 
in disbelief. The things we women go through.

You’re all set. Just remember to keep taking your prenatals. 
Book a follow-up if  you don’t have a period in two months. 
Good luck!

And I’m fumbling into my clothes, the cramps alien, my body 
bending and reacting to the invasion, and all I can think is: this is 
it, we’re doing this, it’s all over, it’s on. 

***
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four-bedroom colonial, off-center and massive, with a heated 
driveway, Hansel and Gretel-style shutters with heart stencils, 
and landscaped gardens. And, oh, how perfect: a fucking koi 
pond. A koi pond. The space is obscene. How can just two people 
live here? My husband tells me that this is the American dream, 
that we should be grateful for our specific circumstance. We are 
blessed.

You’re selfish, I whisper to his back, in bed, and I don’t mean 
about the big, empty house. I mean that he’s selfish to expect 
me to look after all those fish. What did he think would happen? 
He let me kill J. Edgar. Okay, so he didn’t put the extra fish food 
in my hand, but he knows that I have a propensity to overfeed 
things. Why didn’t he stop me? I pull down my SLEEPING 
BITCHY eye shades, the ones I got for White Elephant gift 
exchange last year, and turn my back. I rarely make it all the way 
through the night; the shades slip up against my hairline like a 
sweat band. I blink into the quietness of  the bedroom, the alarm 
clock flashing five, always five. Five, five, five. Five to this. Five 
after that. Nearly. Not quite the hour.

My body is a war zone: dodging, firing, sheltering. I’m grossed 
out by what’s coming, this change. Disgusted. Shouldn’t he be 
more scared? Doesn’t he realize we’re altering things beyond 
repair? No. He is calm, as always. Bastard. He cradles me in his 
arms, as always. He holds me close. As fucking always.

I wake to the wet embers of  another summer storm. The gut-
ters are brimming with it. I look out the bedroom window, and 
spy something on the garage roof  below—a rat?—no, bigger 
than a rat. Whiter than a rat’s fuzz. Shinier. It’s amphibian.

It is Gray Beard.
I scream at the decapitated koi, a crimson ring where its face 

used to be. 

I order a pond testing kit from Amazon Prime that arrives 
the next day. I dip test tubes into the murky water, measuring the 
alkaline on a scale of  forest-green to lilac to lemon. The results 
are bad. Really, really bad. 

Hey, love, I call. We’re going to have to change the pond wa-
ter. Or more of  them are going to die.

What’s the problem? I thought you overfed the white one?
It’s the water, this time. Not the fish food. Can you give me a 

hand?
Busy. 
He empties himself  in a fast shrug, and I realize that I’m talk-

ing to the back of  the house, and not my husband.

***

It’s been two months, and no period. I take a test. It’s nega-
tive. I book an appointment for blood work.

My husband has never been one to overanalyze. Just give it 
time, he says. You’re putting too much pressure on it. Relax, 
honey.

I sit on the deck for hours, a gripping page-turner on my lap. I 
don’t read. Instead, I watch their every fishy move. Not counting 
J. Edgar, R.I.P., there are fourteen koi and five golden orfe. They 
slide and swish and bubble, little flashes of  brilliance, their fins 
as thin as feathers. Bloodless. Aimless. They infuriate me. They 
answer to no one. They swim without fear. God, I envy them. 
The book I’m attempting to read—a New York Times Best-
seller—is a Pride and Prejudice retelling. I’m not even halfway in, 
and I’m so mad at the characters. Mad at all that time wasted. My 
heart heaves with the loss.

The crooked house is too big for just two people. Its grand-
ness—at first dreamy and alluring—is now overbearing. It’s a 
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C O L I N  X U

“Seascape”
Color photograph, 16 x 9 inches, Hancock Co, Maine, October 2021

(Next Page)

What? What’s happened? Are you okay? My husband rushes 
in, a fuzzy bath towel wrapped around his perfect waist.

I smother my mouth and point.
The fuck?
I run away from him, bounding downstairs, my throat ablaze. 

The ends of  my slippers grow wetter on the deck, the bottoms 
of  my pajamas soaking. He follows.

Shit. I’m sorry, baby. It was probably an owl or a hawk, he 
says from behind me, in his perfect, soothing voice. Or maybe 
even a racoon; those little shits can climb. That’s the only way 
it got up there. Don’t worry, honey. We’ll get a net to cover the 
surface, to stop it happening again. He pauses, then adds: At least 
it didn’t leave any marks on the deck.

I count ten. There are ten fish left. From nineteen (not includ-
ing J. Edgar, rest his soul). Nine dead. It’s a massacre. A bloody 
massacre. Cramps seize my womb. From the angle I’m standing, 
my husband is too close to the water’s edge, his stance taut and 
edgy. The exterior of  the house is more than just crooked, I real-
ize; it’s insane, totally lopsided, as if  it isn’t touching the earth, the 
very foundations it was built upon.

Get away from there! I sob. Get back.
My babies are dead. I collapse to my knees. I’m in mourning.
Red Dead slips across the water’s surface, his scales a dark, 

meaty crimson in the early sunshine, and from miles and miles 
inside me, I feel something glide and stir.
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C O L I N  X U

Seascape
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K AT I E  K E M P L E

Recycling died, like Santa and 
God.  

A lifetime of  plastic bottles and the notes I’d left,
all in the Pacific garbage patch, a triangle
of  patriarchal green, the arrows a circle-jerk.
My love letter to the earth, laughed at. 
Santa’s a kind of  consumer god drinking a Coke.
He brought us plastics to fill our throats. Even
the school play used plastic particles in place
of  snow. And it was beautiful. Santa took his
synthetic beard off, and I prepared to become
an adult in the church. For confirmation,
I attended the mass of  the unborn children.
But if  heaven before life, why not joy for a soul
to arrive back home with God? That’s recycling.
Men in long dresses talked about the host,
the Holy Ghost, and the Virgin Mary. Women
were Coke machines. And that was the perfect
scheme. Body coin-opping new disposable life.

M O L L I E  O ’ L E A R Y

Recurrence

Peering into the scoured bathtub, I spot
sour mildew budding. I wake to pink biofilm
on graying porcelain. Even slime mold has memory;
its amoeba body retrieves oat flakes. After I scythe
seven inches of  hair, still I feel long strands running
down my spine. Ever since the flood, I try not to hold
onto much, exfoliate dead cells as if  this excess
might weigh down a life raft. I slip pale sea glass
into my pocket only to part with it once I reach the car.
I used to capture wild hermit crabs, place them
in salted tap water, swooshing the tupperware
to mimic waves. I thought I could trick them
into being home. The hermit crabs lasted a day,
leaving behind their tiny calcified capsules, perfect
like piped frosting. The brain wants to be buoyant,
shedding ghosts to avoid overgrowth. We’re meant
to slough off  the past, but I still don’t know
where to keep the shells the tide gives back.
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Eyes are already rounded like teardrops.
Her basement art room is chilly for Spring,

and I can bear only ten minutes until I have
to crawl into her lap. I am too young to know

the heart has no easy shape.

A L I S O N  L U B A R

Self  Portrait in a Type of  Mirror

We sketch each other, sit knee-to-knee.
I am six. My mother is still post-partum,

another loss. I am once again an only
child. I know faces are circles. A neck

is a rectangle. Use the side of  the pencil
for thick hair. The point makes tiny wisps.

Leave a white oval in the pupil– to imitate
cartoons. Everything looks better in my head.

On paper, she smiles, close-lipped, a little
fallen comma at each corner. No wrinkles

because I love her today. I know it’s bad.
I know she’ll say it’s great. She uses

charcoal. I never realized she gave me
eyelashes, too. Now, they’re here forever.

I am always this small and pretty, to her. All
in black and white. Everything greyscale.
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After she left, I flipped through the packet. More rules, includ-
ing information about the birth quota, established by the Leader 
after the last sickness, which had wiped out nearly half  the popu-
lation. Only whites who could offer proof  of  their pure ancestry 
had no limits to the number of  children they could have. 

Genetic tests had exposed the ones like me, who passed among 
the whites with my blue eyes and light brown hair. Ultimately, my 
cells betrayed the true nature of  my ancestry. I was categorized 
accordingly. Making a baby with a man who was white was forbid-
den for me, for him, for us.

I felt first the flutters, then the kicks, then the foot lodged un-
der my ribs, then the hiccups. I talked to the baby. I knew it was 
a boy, and I named him Diego, for my father. At night, I would 
look at the sky and tell him the names of  all the stars I knew, 
which wasn’t that many. When the Perseids came, I went out on 
the roof  to see them, and while I watched, I sang a lullaby to him, 
palomita blanca, palomita azul. I sang to him every night.

Exercise was good for the baby, the nurse said, so they allowed 
me daily walks in my neighborhood. My walk took me down a 
street where there was a park on one side and an empty lot on the 
other. One day, I paused by the lot to watch the monarch butter-
flies on the milkweed that was growing there. The construction 
planned for this space would bulldoze all of  this—the milkweed, 
the monarchs, everything.

I nodded at a woman walking by, she was a bit older than me, 
her skin a light brown, a curl escaped from her hat. You are hav-
ing a baby, she said. It was not a question. I realized for the first 
time that others could see my growing belly. 

Yes, I said. I’m having a boy. 
As I stood there, a monarch landed on my shoulder, orange 

and black, delicate legs and antennae. They have blessed you, the 
woman whispered.

S O F I A  T .  R O M E R O

Palomita Azul

The man who put the baby in me tried to get me to end the 
pregnancy. Even though this was against the rules, he could make 
it possible. It was a mistake, I pleaded. You were stupid, he said. 

When I refused, he cut off  all contact. Those are not the 
rules, he said this time. It was as though the year we spent as lov-
ers had never happened. 

At first, I did not leave my small one-bedroom apartment in 
Cambridge to avoid having my pregnancy detected. My job as a 
researcher didn’t require me to go to the office, and I’d be able 
to hide my condition from my coworkers by being careful that 
the camera only showed me from the shoulders up during virtual 
meetings. 

I thought if  I had the baby at home without anyone know-
ing, I could take it with me, somewhere else, anyplace else. Then 
I started to make plans to leave. But the man had reported my 
pregnancy to the system. Medical care was arranged for me, and 
I was visited regularly by a nurse. She was about my age, quiet, 
with pale skin and hair the color of  straw. 

The nurse locked a bracelet to my wrist and gave me a packet 
of  information that I put aside without reading. When I asked if  
there was any way I would be allowed to keep the baby, she said 
nothing and pointed to the packet. What will happen to him, I 
said. He will be cared for, she said, and went back to saying noth-
ing. 
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was the next day. There was a bandage across my belly where they 
had taken the baby out. They would have also taken precautions 
to ensure that this never happened again. I had read that in the 
packet. There was a blue mark inked on the inside of  my left wrist 
that would not come off  when I scrubbed it with soap. 

At the hospital, they wouldn’t let me see the baby. I wept most 
of  that day and most of  that night. They gave me a sedative so 
that I wouldn’t upset the other patient in my shared room. As my 
thoughts started to flutter, I heard soft weeping from the other 
side of  the curtain. I began to sing the lullaby I had sung to the 
baby, the one my mother had sung to me when I was a little girl, 
palomita blanca, palomita azul.

The morning of  the third day after my baby was born, it was 
sunny outside. I got up to dress in the clothes that I had come 
into the hospital with. I looked up just as the man and his wife 
walked by the door. Drawn by my motion in the room, the man’s 
wife looked in through the door for a moment. She was carrying a 
newborn in her arms. 

The nurse would not answer my questions about the man or my 
baby. I wanted to know if  he had taken my child. A home has been 
provided, was all the nurse would say, before she called security to 
restrain me from running after the man and his wife and my child.

I was given pills to take home with me. They softened the grief, 
which felt like a ledge. My belly was still swollen, but I was alone 
in my own body for the first time in months. A few days after the 
birth, the nurse came to examine me. She said my stomach would 
return to flatness, my milk would dry up. She did not suggest that I 
might have another child someday.

A few days later, after listening to the Leader’s nightly address, I 
got back on the bus and went to the man’s house. The number on 
the keypad was the one I still remembered. I opened the back door 

Who did, I said.
They have blessed you, she whispered again. They have 

blessed him. She pointed to the sky. I realized she meant the an-
cestors. It was forbidden to speak of  them. More rules. 

After that, I started to smile at people I passed on my walk, 
though they were all strangers to me. I’m having a baby boy, I 
would say, even though no one asked. I can’t wait to meet him, I 
would say, even though I knew I never would. I would sing the 
lullaby, llévame en tus alas a ver a Jesús. 

One day, I took the bus down Mass Ave. to the man’s house 
to try to see him.  I wanted to ask him to change his mind about 
registering the baby in the system. I planned to tell him that I 
would raise the baby, and we would not see him again.

After I got off  the bus, I walked down the man’s street. I 
stood outside the blue house I was no longer welcome in. I had 
only ever been there at night when no one would see me. It was 
even more beautiful than I realized, with tall windows and ele-
gant arches around the front porch. The front yard was a perfect-
ly green lawn. The shrubs were tamed. There was no milkweed, 
no monarchs. No blessings.

A delivery van pulled up in front. The driver got a large box 
out of  the back and wheeled it toward the house. As I walked up, 
I saw from the box that it was a crib. He rang the doorbell, and 
a woman who did not appear to be pregnant opened the door to 
let him in. She had red hair. This is how I learned the man had 
married. And was expecting a child. 

When my labor started, it triggered the alarm on the brace-
let. The ambulance came, two medics and a police officer. They 
made me walk down the stairs and climb onto the gurney that 
was waiting in the lobby. My hand was cuffed to the gurney. They 
took me to Mass General. 

I was asleep when the baby was delivered. When I woke, it 
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silently for us to finish.
There was no thought of  making a scene. Goodbye, Diego, I 

whispered, kissing his forehead for the last time as I handed him 
back to the man’s wife. She took him without a word, but when 
I reached to retrieve the bird from where I had left it on the side 
table, she finally spoke. Leave it, she said.

She followed me as I walked down the back stairs and out of  
the house. Standing on the porch, I turned to her. Her face was 
opaque, and she said, in a manner that was something like gentle, 
his name is James. She handed me a piece of  paper and then she 
closed the door. 

As I walked away, I looked at what she had handed me—a small 
photograph of  my son. But when I came back the next night, the 
code on the keypad had been changed. That night, I slept in the 
backyard. When I woke, my body was aching with cold and my 
breasts full of  milk for Diego. After that, they moved away, and I 
could not find where. 

I returned to my life before I had met the man, before he put 
the baby in me, before they took him from me. I continued my 
research job, and when my coworkers asked where I’d been, I told 
them I’d been sick. I lived in the same small one-bedroom apart-
ment. But I did not forget Diego.

Every night after the Leader’s address, I would go out. Some-
times I sat in the park across from the empty lot, and I sang the 
lullaby, porque con tu mami te has portado bien. One night, I saw 
the same woman I had spoken with before. Where is your baby, 
she asked. I could not bring myself  to tell her that they had taken 
him from me, she saw it in my eyes. He was blessed, was all she 
said. And we sat there a moment and looked out on the lot, which 
was no longer empty, but half-filled with construction. No milk-
weed. No monarchs.

and crept up the stairs to the small room where I thought the baby 
might be. 

The baby’s room was painted blue, wooden block letters on the 
wall told me that his name was James. This is how I learned I was 
right: he was a boy. I turned down the baby monitor so we would 
not be heard.

I leaned over the crib and looked at my son for the first time. 
He had light brown hair, nearly blond. It might stay that color, I 
thought, or it might turn brown like mine. I wondered what color 
his eyes would be. His skin was pale, like mine. But the ancestors 
knew. 

His lips made a soft, suckling motion as I lifted him out of  the 
crib and held him to me. I sat down on the floor, afraid that the 
rocker would make too much noise. I put my baby to my breast and 
nursed him. At first, he fed lazily, full of  sleep, then more urgently. 
My body eased, relaxed, relieved, as the milk let down, flowed into 
him, warm, nourishing.

Diego, I whispered. As I lay him back in his crib, I saw that in-
side of  his wrist had a small, blue mark that matched mine. 

For many nights, we did this, always after the man and his wife 
turned out their lights for the night. Diego was always drowsy dur-
ing these times, but occasionally he would open his eyes and look at 
me while he nursed, his hand a small fist that waved without much 
conviction, sometimes landing on my face, his fingers tiny explorers 
on my lips and nose. 

I sang the lullaby to him in a voice that was softer than soft, si, 
niñito bueno, yo te llevaré. I brought a tiny blue bird made of  ce-
ramic that I would show him. Then I would kiss his small hands as 
they wrapped around my fingers. He never cried when I was there. 
He never cried when I put the blue bird back in my pocket and left. 

One night, I forgot to turn down the monitor. I looked up and 
the man’s wife was standing in the doorway of  the room. She waited 
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V . C .  M C C A B E

Geometries of  Benediction

Hidden, she, of  cloven hoof, kicking fire,
devours the fog-cloaked mountaintops, rustles
burnished bronze dreams fallen, broken,
ritual sacrifices offered on Autumn's altar.

Two young bucks lock antlers, fighting for
dominance, while the world refracts like a
crushed prism, kaleidoscopic & lost.

Milk spilt on shattered glass, domestic shards.

Skyscraper remorse desiccated in desert sun,
your certainty trembles in thimble time. In
situ tableau, a morgue of  truth, what contempt,
what grace, a form of  recompense, a river spent.

Softly, softly, the soil indents over a grave.
Starlings, a grackle, a rattle, a snake. Away,
we explore the geometries of  benediction.

Shimmering insects, my kin, burrow beneath
my skin, growing roots in my veins. We trees,
bent, dark, twisted, monstrous—adore us.

Excess of  sound, a song, a chorus of  skeletons,
bones of  my innocence, my sepulchral youth.

Breathing in orbit, the atmospheric wake, empty
of  malice, of  mercy, I taste
sweet destruction—our holy, our god.
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Det. Briscoe assesses him, wondering if  he’s up to snuff, if  he 
has what it takes, what horrors he’s seen, and Bernie could tell 
him about his thirty years on the road as a corporate accounts 
manager for a national coffee chain, and true horror is all the 
time he spent away from his family, and when he thinks back 
on the years the images cycle through many things he wishes 
he could forget, peeking over the curtains during Patty’s three 
C-sections, watching the doctors pull the babies past her intes-
tines, wondering if  she’d ever be put back right, or Patty’s voice 
on the phone calls to him on the road, the phone call when their 
oldest boy cut his wrist in their bathroom, or the phone call the 
first time their baby girl returned home with a purple bruise on 
her cheek and claimed she fell, or the phone call about how their 
middle-child moved out in the middle of  the night without saying 
goodbye, or how after fifty-something years he rose out of  bed 
one morning and Patty didn’t, though they agreed when it was 
time for them to go he should go first, how after all those years 
of  being a husband, a father, he didn’t know how to be either, 
and all those retirement years of  watching Law & Order reruns 
he didn’t have the first clue what to do when he couldn’t wake his 
dear, sweet Patty, didn’t know which of  his kids to call or if  they 
would answer, didn’t know how to tell them, didn’t know how to 
talk to them, had never really talked to them, and what does he 
have to say other than he’s sorry, it should be him, but before he 
can tell Det. Briscoe any of  that and settle the question of  his 
fitness for duty, they’re grabbing their suit coats and rushing out 
of  the precinct, because there’s always another body on Tuesday, 
another case to solve, and he knows to stay close because Det. 
Briscoe knows exactly what to do, who to call, what comes next, 
he’s a great partner, and Bernie hasn’t had a new partner for 
fifty-plus years, and yes, he could ask Laura to change the chan-
nel, could tell her all about Tuesdays and the cases he investigates 

M A R I O  A L I B E R T O  I I I 

Tuesday May Never Come

The Price is Right is on television in the media room again, and 
no matter how many times Bernie’s seen it, he can’t guess the 
price of  a can of  Hunt’s tomato sauce to save his life, which Lau-
ra teases him about every time he gets it wrong, and she guards 
the remote on her wheelchair’s armrest where he can’t reach it 
from the couch, hasn’t been able to reach it in the three months 
since his kids sold his house and abandoned him at Suncoast 
Senior Living, where Laura is always first to the media room and 
the remote, and he wants to complain about how unfair it all is 
to Patty, his wife of  fifty-something years, who knew the exact 
dates of  the kids’ birthdays, the anniversaries, all the grandkids’ 
names and ages, just like she would have known he doesn’t want 
to watch The Price is Right because Law & Order reruns are playing 
on another channel, the original L & O, none of  those spin-offs 
which he hates, and Patty would know what day it was, because 
all Bernie knows is it isn’t Tuesday, because if  today were Tues-
day, Laura would be wheeled off  to bingo with her clucking 
girlfriends, and he’d have the remote on the couch next to him, 
and he could play detective for a little while, solve cases with De-
tective Briscoe, the grizzled vet who doesn’t have time for anyone 
slowing him down as he hunts murderers and brings them to 
justice, and Bernie wonders who Detective Briscoe is partnered 
with this episode, he’s had a few partners over the years, and on 
Tuesdays that’s how it is for Bernie, he’s the new partner, and 
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while she’s stamping green ink on numbered squares, how life is 
unfair, how little people value it and how quickly it can be taken 
away, how one day will be the last day he watches Law & Order, 
and he’ll be under a sheet and his life will remain a mystery he 
was never able to solve, and Bernie turns to Laura, and her head 
slowly creaks in his direction, and she’s squinting at him, hand 
on the remote, studying him as if  he’s a prize on the Showcase 
Showdown she’s never seen before, while he wonders if  she’s up 
to snuff, if  she has what it takes, what horrors she’s seen.

A L L I S O N  T H U N G

No Context Autoimmune 
Disorder

The night a bottle of  three-dollar hand wash tries to take me out, 
I solve Letter Boxed in two words for the first time. I remember 
my answer—“Aviator–Reblochon.” It wasn’t the official solution 
(probably because I used ‘O’ too many times), but it did conjure 
up an amusing visual of  a piloting cheese in shades. Across the 
A&E, an agitated man under the influence shoves a chair at an 
orderly, and eight security officers charge in. (Eight?) One has 
Nyan Cat as his ringtone in the year 2022. I give the doctor too 
much information she doesn’t need, and tell the nurse adminis-
tering the antihistamine jab I’m weird about needles. She asks if  
that means I will scream, and I say only if  she doesn’t swab me 
properly pre-injection. On the way home, an otter from a nearby 
park crosses the road; I miss it because my eyes are closed. Sur-
viving sea salt-scented attempted murder is exhausting.
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R A C H E L  F E I R M A N

Inky Night

R A C H E L  F E I R M A N

“Inky Night”
Digital art, 8 x 10 inches, February 2022

Rachel’s various outlets of  creativity include making digitally 
illustrated artworks, traditional artwork using acrylic paints, 
gouache, watercolor, and a method called linocut printing. She 
most enjoys the method of  digital art because of  the ease it cre-
ates in trying new things, and putting her artwork on a vast selec-
tion of  surfaces such as photo paper, buttons, stickers, textiles, 
and more!
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At lunch, we sit beside each other. Trade Instagram accounts. 
I call up an old photo, smiling happy, embracing, post-show, my 
lover in a flamenco dress, all long haired and tanned and healthy. 
I hold the phone over her corn and beans and sparkling water 
and say you know you look exactly like someone I used to love, 
loved, still love.

On set, does love end at death, I don’t ask. 

Doesn’t she look like you? 
Yes, she does, a lot. Who is it? 
She’s dead. We almost married. 
Oh, I am so sorry. 
Forgive me if  I stare. I’m not a creep. 
I do look like her.
You're her resurrection. I can’t stop looking. Sorry, if  that’s 

freaky.
It is freaky. 
I’ll try not to stare, and if  I act weird, it’s that, not you. Just 

me. Her. You. Sorry.
What happened?
Ovary. Er. Ovarian cancer. Three weeks. Wasn’t even fully 

diagnosed.  
Stare away. 

On set, I do. All the time wondering how what I said makes 
her feel and having no idea. 

On set, I try to imagine not to imagine. I try to use the past 
tense. The present tense feels unfaithful. Our future tense has 
passed away. I try to use my empathy muscles, but they are chess 
moves just out of  mental reach. 

On set, I don’t know if  my lover still feels and is watching and 

D AV I D  M O R G A N  O ’ C O N N O R

Just Like Her but Selling 
Pharmaceuticals

On set, it’s never easy to concentrate. 
On set, with all the lights and cameras and make-up and 

costumes and props and art and fellow talent. Talent, the word 
always makes me snicker. But then through the trailer mirror I 
spot the actress who is playing my sister, and boom, I’m floored. 
Not because she is beautiful. (She is.) Not because she is famous. 
(She isn’t.) But because she is a dead ringer for my lover who 
died three years ago today. 

On set, same face, a decade ago, we met. The same long 
forehead with a concentration vein running down the symmetry 
of  the same nose, almost flat at the eyes, a cutie upturn at the tip. 
Same chiselled jaw jutting past succulent, strong lips. Can’t help 
but stare, side-eyed, scrolling madly through the inner hard-drive. 
Her laughter at the hairdresser’s crack echoes around a sealed-
off-for-safety goldmine. 

On set, the first and second scenes flit by in a blur. Must have 
nailed my lines. What lines? ProCare provides outstanding customer 
care and convenient home delivery for the mailing of  prescription medications 
and medical supplies to qualified patients with diabetes and chronic illnesses� 
What marks? Tape on the floor. What are marks and lines but 
emotional milestones and what-stones because the director says 
nothing but good job, guys. Good job. 
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D O N A L D  G UA D A G N I

“Daydreams”
Bic black ink ballpoint pen, 8.5 x 11 inches, May 1998

Part of  a once a decade series started in 1980 

including pieces “Desolation” and “Teru’s song” 

(Next Page)

Daydreams is an ideal that represents serene isolation, that 
which conveys elements not normally found together but are 
spiritual norms for myself  that I find to be complete and em-
brace places and seasons. The creation of  simple pen ink is in my 
mind the purest form of  non verbal communications, the images 
are emotionally driven and convey the inner currents of  unspo-
ken dreams and turmoil that refuse to be defined by mere words. 
My art remains the truest reflection of  how I view the world and 
how my inner self  seeks to share each fleeting glimpse I choose 
to share.

laughing and even put this coincidence, herself, in my path to 
help me remember. 

On set, memories are gorgeous tools, as much as us, this ac-
tress, this set house, this set family. We play the story, are paid to 
deliver. Ready. Sound. Set. Rolling. Action. 

On set, we have a scene where we must hug. Not a dramatic 
moment, just a normal, good-to-see-you, sis. The director, with 
technical motives, asks for more than eleven takes. Each hug 
brings us closer and closer to a finished past. A place rarely cap-
tured properly on screen. Each hug gets longer and longer until I 
am holding on to I don’t know what. 

Each hug sells the pharmaceuticals better and better home deliv-
ery for the mailing of  prescription medications and medical supplies to quali-
fied patients with diabetes and chronic illnesses until the actress playing 
my sister whispers secretly in my ear, I don’t mind, I feel what 
you’re doing, you’re doing fine, but let’s keep this professional.
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D O N A L D  G UA D A G N I

Daydreams
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A fresh death no matter what I do.
Chased up, then a cold Georgia shootdown.
There will be no new photos of  you.
 
Men and bullets split our time in two:
Before and after your run in that town.
A fresh death no matter what I do
 
In good ole Georgia, these cowardly two
called you outta your name; followed you ‘round.
There will be no new photos of  you.
 
Again. Again. Stillness governs our view.
One mother now wears a mourner’s crown.
A fresh death no matter what I do.

Ceremonies go long; life’s now a different hue.
A still smile flashes in skin deep brown.
There will be no new photos of  you.
 
There will be no new photos of  you.
Not your voice; not nary a sound.
A fresh death no matter what I do.
There will be no new photos of  you.

Y V E T T E  R .  M U R R AY

Old Photos

For Ahmaud Arbery...
...Brionna Taylor, George Floyd, Jordan Davis, Eric Garner, 

Cynthia Graham Hurd, Rev. DePayne Middleton-Doctor, Rev. 
Dr. Daniel Simmons, Sr., Ethel Lee Lance, Rev. Sharonda Ann 
Coleman-Singleton, Susie J. Jackson, Tywanza Sanders, Myra 

Thompson, Rev. Clementa C. Pinckney, Gynnya McMillen, Wal-
ter Scott, Donovan Lewis, Amir Locke, Fanta Bility...
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R E N E E  C R O N L E Y

A chronically unhealthy health care 
system

from years of  gluttony and bloat
and eating itself  from the inside
gains weight in all the wrong places
 
while the organs scream for nutrients
but are starved into submission
and told they have enough to survive
 
the mouth spouts out grand promises
and spreads them thin over bare bones
of  skeleton crews hidden behind policies
 
until their lip service dries and cracks
and the consequences bleed out
and finally show their teeth.
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2021 and Voices of the East Coast (Penmanship Books). 
She lives in New York City.

Renee Cronley is a writer and nurse from Manitoba. She 
studied Psychology and English at Brandon University, 
and Nursing at Assiniboine Community College. Her work 
appears or is forthcoming in Chestnut Review, PRISM 
international, Off Topic, Love Letters to Poe, NewMyths.
com, Weird Little Worlds, ParABnormal Magazine, Black 
Spot Books, and several other anthologies and literary 
magazines.

Steve Denehan lives in Kildare, Ireland with his wife 
Eimear and daughter Robin. He is the author of two 
chapbooks and three poetry collections. Winner of the 
Anthony Cronin Poetry Award and twice winner of Irish 
Times’ New Irish Writing, his numerous publication cred-
its include Poetry Ireland Review and Westerly.

Rachel Feirman is a traditional and digital artist living in 
Ithaca, NY, who seeks inspiration from the beauty and 
vibrancy found in her natural surroundings. Rachel’s mo-
tivation for her art is to make a connection with you, the 
viewer! She offers art created with her own vision and life 
experiences, and hopes her twist on the many aspects of 
nature helps to bring a newfound perspective to your life. 
She creates digitally illustrated artworks using Procreate 
on the Ipad with the Apple Pencil, and traditional artwork 
using acrylic paints, gouache, watercolor, and a method 
called linocut printing. Twitter: @rachelradishart.

Donald Guadagni is an international educator, author, 
and writer currently teaching and conducting research in 
Beijing China. His published work includes fiction, non-
fiction, poetry, prose, science fiction, fantasy, humor, 
academic, romance, humor, and true crime. International 
photography and his artwork. Former iterations include 
military, law enforcement, prisons, engineering, and for-
ever the wayward son.
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elsewhere. She is the 2022 Susan Laughter Meyers Poetry 
Fellow, a 2022 Watering Hole Fellow, a 2021 Best New 
Poet selection, and a Pushcart Prize nominee. Find her on 
Twitter @MissYvettewrites.

DM O’Connor has an MFA from University College Dub-
lin & the University of New Mexico. He is a contributing 
reviewer for Rhino Poetry and fiction editor at Bending 
Genres. His work has appeared in Splonk, A New Ulster, 
Fractured Lit, Cormorant, Crannog, Opossum, CRAFT, The 
New Quarterly, The Irish Times, The Guardian, and oth-
ers. In 2021 he was the recipient of the Cuirt Internation-
al Award for Fiction, the Tom Gallon Short Story Award, 
and a writer-in-residence at the Kerouac House. He is 
grateful for the support of the Arts Council of Ireland and 
Words Ireland.

Mollie O’Leary is a poet from Massachusetts. She holds 
an MFA in poetry from the University of Washington. 
Mollie’s chapbook The Forgetting Curve is forthcoming 
through Poetry Online’s offline.onl chapbook series. Her 
work has appeared in Frontier Poetry, Poetry Online, DIA-
LOGIST, and elsewhere. Mollie has participated in work-
shops through Tin House and Inprint, and also attended 
residencies in Mexico, Italy, and Norway. She reads for 
GASHER Journal.

Max Pasakorn (he/she/they) is a queer, Thai-born, Sin-
gapore-based writer, poet, and spoken word artist. They 
are one of the founding members of the Singapore-based 
writing collective /stop@BadEndRhymes (/s@ber). Read 
more about Max at www.maxpasakorn.works and follow 
Max on Instagram at @maxpsk_writes.

Sofia T. Romero is a writer and editor who lives in the 
Boston area. Her work has appeared in several publica-

Alison Lubar teaches high school English by day and yoga 
by night. They are a queer, nonbinary, mixed-race femme 
whose life work (aside from wordsmithing) has evolved 
into bringing mindfulness practices, and sometimes even 
poetry, to young people.  Their work has been nominated 
for both the Pushcart & Best of the Net, and they’re 
the author four chapbooks: Philosophers Know Nothing 
About Love (Thirty West Publishing House, 2022), queer 
feast (Bottlecap Press, 2022), sweet euphemism (CLASH!, 
Spring 2023), and it skips a generation (Stanchion, Fall 
2023). You can find out more at http://www.alisonlubar.
com or on Twitter @theoriginalison.

Jennifer Luh is a writer and lawyer based in the San Fran-
cisco Bay Area. She studied neuroscience at UCLA and is 
a graduate of Harvard Law. This is her first fiction publica-
tion. Instagram: @jennifer.luh | Twitter: @LuhJennifer.

V.C. McCabe is the author of the forthcoming collection 
Ophelia (Femme Salvé Books, 2023) and Give the Bard a 
Tetanus Shot (Vegetarian Alcoholic Press, 2019). She was 
a music journalist for Pulitzer Prize-winning newspaper 
The Charleston Gazette and edited for Frontier Poetry, 
Ice Floe Press, and Barren Magazine. Her work appears 
in ekphrastic exhibits and journals worldwide, including 
EPOCH, Poet Lore, and Prairie Schooner. An Appalachian 
poet, she has lived in Ireland, England, and West Virginia. 
Her website is vcmccabe.com.

Michael Moreth is a recovering Chicagoan living in the 
micropolitan City of Sterling, the Paris of Northwest Il-
linois.

Yvette R. Murray is an award-winning poet and writer. 
She has been published in Emrys Journal, A Gathering To-
gether, litmosphere, forthcoming in Chestnut Review and 
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tions, including Necessary Fiction, Rigorous, and Water-
wheel Review. She is the author of the forthcoming story 
collection, We Have Always Been Who We Are. Her web-
site is sofiatromero.com.

Allison Thung is a poet and project manager from Singa-
pore. Her poetry has been published in ANMLY, Emerge 
Literary Journal, Lumiere Review, Roi Fainéant Press, and 
elsewhere. Find her on Twitter @poetrybyallison or at 
www.allisonthung.com.

Julian Wong was born in Boston and raised in Hong Kong. 
As a youth in Hong Kong, Wong studied traditional Chi-
nese painting with renowned artist Chao Shao An. He has 
Bachelors of Arts in Painting from the University of Cali-
fornia at Santa Cruz and in Industrial Design from Cali-
fornia College of Arts, San Francisco. His work appears in 
collections around the world and in various publications. 
An accomplished industrial designer, Wong is a member 
of the Hatch Art Studio and has worked with DDOT, Crate 
& Barrel and others.

Colin Xu is a photographer based in Philadelphia, PA. 
His work has been published in Pennsylvania Magazine, 
Down East Magazine, and in local galleries.
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